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-INTRODUCTION 
A crown ether molecule, due to the electronegativity of 
its ring oxygen atoms, can form complexes with cations. The 
most stable complexes are formed when the oxygen ring is 
similar in size to the cation. In crown ethers which contain 
a chromophore, complexation with cations can change the 
fluorescent properties of the molecule. In this study, the 
possibility of using the fluorescent character of a crown 
ether and its ability to complex cations to develop an 
analytical tool for the measurement of cation concentrations 
was investigated. 
A scheme was proposed by which complexation with a large 
cation could be used to quench the fluorescence of a crown 
ether. Displacement of the quencher by a second cation, one 
that does not quench fluorescence or quenches it less 
effectively, would then cause an increase in the fluorescence 
intensity as the second cation replaced the complexed 
quencher (See Fig. 1). If the effects of the two cations on 
the fluorescence of the crown ether could be quantitatively 
related to the concentrations of the ions, such a system 
could be used to determine ion concentrations from observed 
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The crown ether used in this study was 1,5-naphtho-22-
crown-6 (See Fig. 2). 
Figure 2 
This molecule has a naphthalene chromophore which gives it 
its fluorescent characteristics. There are six oxygen atoms 
in the ether ring, joined by one-carbon bridges to the 
naphthalene and by two-carbon bridges to each other. The size 
of this ring is compatible with the diameter of cesium ion, and 
because cesium is a heavy ion it can quench fluorescence. 
Cesium was, therefore, chosen as the quencher ion. Potassium 
was chosen to be used as a displacer ion because a sensitive 
analytical method for the determination of potassium ion 
concentrations would be of great utility in the biological 
sciences (See Fig. 3). In order to determine concentrations 
of ions from fluorescence data, a mathematical relationship 
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established. The extent of complexation of cesium ion with 
the crown ether can be expressed as a simple equilibrium 
constant, KCs' 
( 1 ) 
[CrCs] 
KCs = [Cr][Cs] 
In this equation, [CrCs] is the concentration of the crown 
ether-cesium ion complex, [Cr] is the concentration of the 
free crown ether, and [Cs] is the concentration of the free 
ion; XCr is the mole fraction of the crown ether that is 
free, XCrCs is the mole fraction of the crown ether that is 
complexed with cesium ion, and [Cr]o and [CS]o are the 
initial concentrations of crown ether and cesium ion. 
The fluorescence intensity of a solution of crown ether 
and cesiurn ion is the sum of the intensities of the free 
crown ether and the complexed crown ether molecules. The 
fluorescence of the complexed crown is equal to the mole 
fraction of crown that is complexed multiplied by the 
intensity that would result if all crown ether molecules were 
complexed with cesium ion (l fCs )' Similarly, the 
fluorescence due to the free crown ether is the product of 
the mole fraction of crown ether that is not complexed and 
the intensity of the crown ether solution in the absence of 




( 2 ) = [Cr] I o [Cr]o 
+ [CrCs]I 
f [Cr]o 
Substitution of ([Cr] - [CrCs]) for [Cr] gives 
o 
( 3 ) 
+ [CrCs] 
[Cr]o If 
Solving equation (1) for [CrCs] and substituting the result 
into equation (3) gives: 
I = Io+(If-Io) «Kcs[CSJo+Kcs[Cr]o+1)~(Kcs[CSJo+Kcs[Cr]o+1)2_4Kcs2[Cr)oCcsJo )1/2 
[CrJo 2KM 
When potassium ion is added to the crown ether-cesium 
ion solution, a third factor, analogous to the first two 
factors, is added to the fluorescence intensity equation. 
( 5 ) 
Again, a complexation constant can be defined: 
( 6 ) [CrK] KK = [Cr][K] 
Substitution of Xc K[Cr] for [CrK], Xc [Cr] for [Cr], and r 0 r 0 
-([KJ - Xc K[Cr] for [KJ gives: oro 
( 7 ) 
Solving for XCrK gives: 
( 8 ) = v r'CrK 
Substitution of XCrCs[Cr]o for [CrCs], XCr[Cr]o for [Cr], and 
([Cs] - Xc C [Cr] ) for [Cs] in equation (1) gives: o r s 0 
( 9 ) 
Further substitution of (1 - XCr - XCrK ) for XCrCs gives: 
( 10) KCs = 
Substitution of equation ( ) into equation ) gives a cubic 
equation which can be solved for XCr: 
( 11) 0 
(-KKCCrJo-KCSCCrJo+KCSCCSJO+l+KKCKJO) 




A fluorescent crown ether, I,S-naphtho-22-crown-6, was 
synthesized and recrystallized from hexane. Cesium 
chloride, ultrapure, was obtained from Alfa Products, and 
potassium acetate was obtained from Mallinckrodt Chemical 
Works. High purity methanol from Burdick and Jackson was 
used as the solvent in all experiments. Salts were dried in 
a ISSoC oven overnight. All chemicals were used without 
further purification. 
Instrumentation 
All fluorescence measurements were made using a SPEX 
fluorolog 2 series spectrofluorometer, model F112, with a 
ISO-watt ozone-free xenon lamp and a SPEX DMIB spectroscopy 
laboratory coordinator. A standard l-cm quartz cuvette was 
used to hold the samples. 
Sample Preparation 
For the crown ether and cesium ion experiments, a 
constant volume of a I,S-naphtho-22-crown-6 stock solution 
was added to IO-mL volumetric flasks. Various volumes of 
cesium chloride solution were added to the flasks, resulting 
in a range of cesium ion concentrations from 0 to 10-2 M when 
the samples were diluted to 10 mL with methanol. The crown 
ether concentration was near 2.0 x 10-5 M in all experiments. 
For the experiments using cesium and potassium ions, a 
constant volume of a stock solution containing crown ether 
and cesium chloride was added to 10-mL volumetric flasks. 
Potassium acetate stock solution was then added to each flask 
to give a range of concentrations from 0 to about .1 M upon 
dilution of the sample to 10 mL with methanol. The crown 
ether concentration was near 2.0 x 10-5 M and the cesium ion 
concentration was 4.0 x 10-3 M in each sample. 
Fluorescence Measurements 
All measurements were taken at room temperature. In 
experiments using only cesium, an excitation wavelength of 
290 or 290.5 nm was used, and emission was recorded at 
335 nm, except for one experiment which recorded emission at 
341 nm. For the cesium and potassium experiments, the 
excitation wavelength was 291 nm and the emission wavelength 
was 332 nm. Slit widths used for all measurements were 
1.25 rnm for excitation and 1.0 rnm for emission. The Sl mode of 
the instrument was used to count emission. 
Between measurements the cuvette was rinsed with water, 
methanol, and dichloromethane, and in most cases a solvent 
--
blank was run before each sample. The cuvette was always 
placed in the holder with the same orientation. 
Five measurements were made on each sample, counting 
photons emitted during a 30-second interval each time. The 
average was found, and the dark counts (fluorescence recorded 
when only solvent was present) were subtracted. These 
corrected averages were the recorded intensity values. 
Calculations 
A non-linear least squares fitting computer program, 
"NLLSQ 1.4," with a subroutine, "YCALC ONE ION A," was used 
on an Apple lIe computer to fit the data from measurements of 
fluorescence intensity of the crown ether solution with 
various cesium chloride concentrations. The parameters IfCs 
and KCs were also determined by this program. Using these 
parameters calculated for the crown ether and cesium chloride 
experiments, the data from experiments using cesium and 
potassium ions were fit by "NLLSQ 1.4" using the "YCALC 
CES/POT" subroutine. 
Another computer program, "COMBO," was created and run 
on a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 computer. This program 
calculates fluorescence intensity from the set of parameters 
KCs ' KK' [CrJ o ' [Cs]o' [KJ o ' 10 , IfCs' and IfK· Reasonable 
values were chosen for [CS]o' [Cr]o' IfCs' and IfK from 
previous E~xperiments and were kept constant throughout all 
calculations. Intensities were calculated over a range of 
[K]O values for pairs of KCs and KK values. Results were 
plotted as increase in fluorescence intensity versus log[K] . 
o 
From each titration-like curve, a [K] that produced a 10% 
o 
increase in fluorescence intensity was determined. This 
value of log[K]o was plotted against log KK' giving one curve 
for each KCs value. 
--
Table 1. Data from Cesium Experiment 1: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 1.92 x 10-5 M 
I =°3267 
° 
[CsCl] ( M) 
2.00 x 10-4 
4.00 x 10-4 
6.00 x 10- 4 
8.00 x 10-4 
1. 00 x 10-3 
2.00 x 10-3 
4.00 x 10-3 
6.00 x 10-3 
8.00 x 10- 3 
1. 00 x 10- 2 
Calculated parameters: 
I = -81 (-2.5% of I ) 














Table 2. Data from Cesium Experiment 2: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 2.00 x 10-5 M 
I =0 124 ,550 
o 
[CsCl] ( M) 
1. 96 -5 x 10_5 3.92 x 10_4 5.88 x 10_4 7.84 x 10_4 9.80 x 10_ 3 2.05 x 10_ 3 4.10 x 10_ 3 6.15 x 10_ 3 8.20 x 1°_2 













- Table 3. Data from Cesium Experiment 3: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 2.00 x 10-5 M 
I =°126,170 
° 
[CsCl] ( M) 
1.81 x 10- 4 
3.62 x 10-4 
5.43 x 10-4 













- Table 4. Data from Cesium Experiment 4: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 1.89 x 10-5 M 
I =° 117 ,904 
° 
[CsCl] ( M) 
1.012 -4 x 10_4 
2.024 x 10_4 
3.036 x 10_4 4.048 x 10_ 3 1. 012 x 10_ 3 2.024 x 10_ 3 3.036 x 10_3 4.048 x 1°_2 
1. 012 x 1°_2 
2.024 x 10_2 3.036 x 10_2 
4.048 x 10 
Calculated parameters: 
















Table 5. Data from Cesium and Potassium Experiment 1: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 2.00 x 10-5 M 
[CSCJ:] = 0.01 M 
1 = 1550 
1° = 0 
KfCs = 400 Cs 
[KOAc] ( M) 
0.00 
10-4 2.00 x 
4.00 x 10-4 
6.00 x 10-4 
8.00 x 10- 4 
1.00 x 10-3 
2.00 x 10-3 
4.00 x 10- 3 
6.00 x 10-3 
8.00 x 10-3 















Table 6. Data for Cesium and Potassium Experiment 2: 
Parameters: 
-5 [Cr] = 2.00 x 10 3M [CsC~] = 4.00 x 10- M 
I = 156,192 
I O = 0 
KfCs = 400 Cs 
[KOAc] ( M) 
2.08 x 10-4 
4.16 x 10-4 
6.24 x 10-4 
8.32 x 10-4 
-3 1. 99 x 10_ 3 3.98 x 10_ 3 5.96 x 10_ 3 7.95 x 10_ 2 2.02 x 10_ 2 4.04 x 10_2 6.06 x 10_2 8.08 x 10 
Calculated parameters: 
IfK = 128,899 (82.5 % of Io) 














- Table 7. Data for Cesium and Potassium Experiment 3: 
Parameters: 
-5 [Cr] = 2.00 x 10 M [CSC~] = 4.00 x 10-3 M 
I = 122,950 
1 0 = 0 
KfCs = 400 Cs 
[KOAc] (M) 
0.00 
10-4 1. 99 x 
3.98 x 10-4 
5.97 x 10-4 
7.96 x 10-4 
9.95 x 10-4 
2.05 x 10-3 
4.10 x 10- 3 
6.15 x 10-3 
8.20 x 10- 3 
1.03 x 10- 2 
1.99 x 10-2 
3.98 x 10-2 
5.97 x 10-2 
-2 7.96 x 10_ 2 9.95 x 10 
Calculated parameters: 



















Table 8. Data for Cesium and Potassium Experiment 4: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 1.993 x 10-5 M [CsC~] = 3.99 x 10-3 M 
I = 113,726 
1° = 0 
KfCs = 400 Cs 
[KOAc] ( M) 
0.000 
10-4 1.528 x 
3.056 x 10-4 
4.584 x 10-4 
-4 6.112 x 10_3 
1.528 x 1°_3 
3.056 x 1°_3 
4.584 x 10_ 3 6.112 x 1°_2 
1. 528 x 1°_2 
3.056 x 1°_2 
4.584 x 1°_2 
6.112 x 10 
Calculated parameters: 
IfK = 90,085 (79.2 % of 10) 
















Table 9. Data for Cesium and Potassium Experiment 5: 
Parameters: 
[Cr] = 1.993 x 10-5 M [CSC~] = 3.994 x 10- 3 M 
I = 122,564 
1° = 0 
KfCs = 400 Cs 
[KOAc] ( M) 
0.000 
10-4 2.034 x 
-4 4.068 x 10_4 6.102 x 10_4 8.136 x 10_ 3 2.034 x 10_ 3 4.068 x 10_ 3 6.102 x 10_ 3 8.136 x 10_ 2 2.034 x 10_ 2 4.068 x 10_2 6.102 x 10_ 2 8.136 x 10 
Calculated parameters: 
IfK = 111,323 (90.8% of 10) 
















Figures 4 and 5 show the quenching of crown ether 
fluorescence by cesium ion. Figure 4 shows a series of 
fluorescence spectra at various cesium chloride 
concentrations. Figure 5 shows the intensity at 290 nm 
plotted as a function of cesium ion concentration. The 
results of calculations using "NLLSQ 1.4" and "YCALC ONE ION 
A" on the data obtained in Cesium Experiments 1 through 4 are 
shown in table 10. The complexation constant for the crown 
with cesium was determined to be 400; the intensity that 
would result if all the crown ether molecules were complexed 
was nearly O. 
Figure 6 shows a series of fluorescence spectra at 
constant crown ether and cesium concentrations, showing the 
marked increase in fluorescence intensity upon the addition 
of potassium ion. Figure 7 shows the fluorescence at 332 nm 
of a solution with constant crown ether and cesium ion 
concentrations as a function of potassium ion concentration. 
Table 11 gives the results of calculations on these data 
using "NLLSQ 1.4" and "YCALC CES/POT." The KCs and IfCs 
values obt:ained from the crown ether and cesium experiments 
were used. The complexation constant for potassium was 














1,S-CROWN-6 AND 1,S-CROWN-6 PLUS CSCL 
1,S-CR-6, 1.92 E-SM 
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+2.00 E-3M CSCL 
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QUENCHING OF CROWN FLUORESCENCE BY CESIUM ION 
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These results show that the system operates as 
predicted: the addition of cesium ion to a solution of 1,5-
naphtho-22-crown-6 causes a decrease in the fluorescence 
which can be reversed by the addition of potassium ion. The 
system studied is most sensitive to potassium ion 
concentrations in the 0 to .01 M range. 
To make this method sensitive to lower concentrations of 
potassium ion, a crown ether with different complexation 
constants could be synthesized. Before this problem can be 
approached the appropriate complexation constants must be 
determined. To do this, a computer program, "COMBO," was 
created. "COMBO" calculates fluorescence intensities from a 
set of values for 10 , I fCs ' I fK , KCs' KK' [Cr]o' [Cs] , and o 
[K]o. Calculations were done using a constant set of values 
for 10 , I fCs ' I fK , [Cr]o' and [CS]o. A pair of values were 
chosen for KCs and KK which were held constant for a series 
of calculations over a range of [K] values. The results 
o 
were plotted as increase in fluorescence intensity versus 
10g[K]0. Figure 8 is an example of such a plot, where KCs 
(KQ) = 100 and each curve represents a different KK (KM). 
This plot indicates that crown ethers with higher affinity 
for potassium ion will be most sensitive to low potassium ion 
concentrations when KQ = 100. Figure 9 shows some 
) ) 
FIGURE ~ 
LOG [r1~ VALUES THAT GIVE 10% INCREASES IN 
% FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY (KQ=100 J VARIOUS KM+) 
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representative curves with various cesium and potassium 
complexation constants. 
From plots such as the ones in figure 9, potassium 
concentrations that cause a ten percent increase in 
fluorescence intensity were determined for each pair of 
complexation constants. The concentration required to 
increase fluorescence by ten percent was then plotted against 
the potasssium complexation constant for each value of cesium 
complexation constant on a logarithmic scale. A plot for 
KQ = 100 is shown in figure 10. Plots for various values of 
KQ are shown in Figure 10. plots for various values of KQ 
are shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 11 can be used to determine a pair of 
complexation constants (KQ and KM) that would allow the 
measurement of a desired concentration of metal ion. For 
example, to measure a concentration in the 10-4 M range, a 
crown ether with KQ 10 6 and KM = 10 4 could be used, as 
could one with KQ = 102 and KM = 10 3 . 
2 A crown ether with KQ = 10 , however, could never be 
used to measure metal ion concentrations smaller than 10-5 M, 
as indicated by the curving of the KQ = 10 2 line toward the 
horizontal as 10g[M] approaches -6. This flattening occurs 
because the quencher is not strongly complexed, so the 
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to be a detectable increase upon the addition of less than 
10-5 M metal ion. A crown ether with KQ = 10 4 or 10 5 and 
K = 10 6 could be used to detect concentrations in this M 
range. 
The crown ether used in this study, with KQ = 400 and 
KM = 67, lies within the small oval on Figure 11. The 
sensitivity of this system could clearly be improved by the 
synthesis of a crown ether with larger complexation 
constants. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This work on 1,S-naphtho-22-crown-6 has shown that the 
scheme proposed to measure cation concentrations by measuring 
changes in fluorescence intensity will work. In addition, 
the experimental data fit the theoretical calculations, and 
the theoretical calculations were used to determine the 
complexation properties of a crown ether that would be 
sensitive to a desired range of metal ion concentrations. 
--
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[CrJ = Free crown concentration 
[CrCs~ = :omplexed crown concentra~icn 
CCsJ = Free cesium ion concentrati0n 
r ,.· ..... , t +-" .~iJo = ~nl~la. crown concen rawlon 
Ie = Fluorescence intensity of free crown 
:f = F:uorescence intensity of fully ccmplex2d crown 
XCi = mole fraction of crown that is free = [Cr]/[Cr]o 
XCrCs = Mole frac:ion of crown that is complexed = [CrCs]/[Cr]o 
I = Resultant fluorescence intensity 
Complexation Constant (KCs) 
(1) [CrCs] 
KC.:3 = [CrJ(Cs] 
Fluorescence Intensity (I) 
(2) ~ - X ~ X I - [Cr] I [CrCs]-.J._ 
• - Cr·o + CrCs f - 0 + • [Cr]o [Cr]o • 
because [Cr]o = [Cr] + [CrCs], [Cr] = (CrJo-[CrCs] 




Multiplication and collection of terms giv~s: 
I = Io + (I -I ) [CrCs] 
f 0 [Cr]o 
301"/e Eq. (1) for [CrCs] in terms of [Cr]o' [Cs]o' KCs 
[CrCs] = KCs[Cr][Cs] 
[CrCs] = Kcs([Cr]o-[CrCs])([Cs]o-[CrCs]) 
[CrCs] = Kcs ([Cr]o[Cs]o-[crCs][Cs]o-CCrCs][Cr]o+[crCs]2) 
(4) 0 = KCsCCrcs)2-CKcs[CS]o+Kcs[Cr]o+1)[CrCs]+KCs[CrJo[Cs]o 
-( C::' ,.,) 
( t:.. ' 
, ~ I 
-
Use of quadratic equation to solv~ for [erCs] 
ceres] = (KCSCC3]O+KCS[CrJo+l)~«(KCs[C3]O+KCS[CrJo+l)2_4KCs2[CrJo[CsJo )1/2 2.\(,.. ~ 
v.;> 
3ubs:i~u~icn of (5) into (3) gives: 
1" = - C- -)'7' ~,.",1 "' rC] ~) ,rr"f r,.. 1 7' ~C· 1)2 1'K 2[C J rC J )1/2 





r = Resultant intensity 
Io = Fluorescence intensity of free crown 




- ::{ = Fluorescence incensity of crown totally complexed with potaSSium ion. 
KCs = Complexation constant for crewn w/Cs+ 
[Cr: = ?ree crown conc. 
= Free Cs+ conc. 
[~J = Free K+ conc. 
[erCs] = Conc. of crown-Cs+ comclex 
[CrK] = Conc. of crown-K+ complex 
[CrJ o = Initial crown conc. 
[Cs]o = Initial cesium conc. 
[K~o = Initial potassium conc. 
= mole fraction of crown that is complexed with potassium = 
[CrK]/[Cr]o 
XCrCs = Mole fraction of crown that is complexed with cesium = (CrCs]/[Cr]o 
XCr = Mole fraction of crown that is uncomplexed = (Cr]/(Cr]o 
~:17E:ISI7Y: (I) 
Potassium complexation constant (!(K) 
a) [CrK] 
= XCrK[Cr]o [CrK] 
(2) KK = tCrJ[i(J b) [Cr] = XCr[Cr]o 
c) [K] 
= [KJ o - XCrK[Cr]o 






Cancel [Cr]o from top and bottom: 
Solve for XCrK : 
KKXcrLKJo-K~Cr XCrK[Cr]o = X~rK 
Cesium complexation constant eKCs): 
K - [CrCs] 
Cs - [C:-](Cs] 
a) [CrCs] = XCrCs[Cr]o 
b) ~Cr] = XCr:CrJ o 
c) [Cs] = [Cs]o-XC:-Cs[C~Jo 
Substitute a, b, and c into (4) 
XCrCs[Cr]o 
For XCrCs substitute 1-XCr-XCrK to eliminate XC:-cs factor. 
[Cr]o(1-XCr-XCrK) 
KCs = ----------------------------------XCr[Cr]o([Cs]o-(1-XCr-XCrK)[CrJo) 
KCs = 
Xcr(CsJo-Xcr(Cr]o+Xcr2[Cr]o+ XC:-XCrK[Cr]o 
Substitute (3) into (5) to get one equation in one unknown 
(XCr ) 
2 







-"NLLSQ 1.4" for Apple lIe 
"~~LLSQ l.~" is part of a commercially available program, 
"\LLSQ." When used I-iith a subroutine, "YCALC O~E IO~ A" or 
'·-:C . .:..LC CESPOT," it can be used tu fit data and calculate 
;a~ameters such as If and K. A data file must be created prior 
t.) :-unning the program using "DATA F"ILE HA~DLER," also a part of 
.. ~;L:"'SQ. " 
HOME : ')T!4B a: HTAB 17: PRINT qNlLSQ·: PRINT : PRINT ;J 
T .; C) 1981 .1983": PRINT : PRINT " BY CET RESEARCH 
FOR U = 'J TO 100:SS = COS ':45): NEXT U: HOME 
_ DS = CHRS ':4) :0'5 = ·OPEND :C'5 = "CLOSE" :RS = "READ" :1,4$ = 
4 GOTO 300 
5 REM (CALC 




: F ·JS ;: 
4(:).1) = 
A( 1 • I ) 
JS THEN :!Q = 
:> 1 THEN 299 
YC 




260 REM THIS PORTION OF '(CALC WIU ... ONLY BE USED AFTER CONVERGENCE IS R 
:ACHED. YOU MAY TRANSFER NON-ARRAY '.)ARIABlES TO INDEPENDENT 'JARIABL 
ES SETt.lEE.~ 256-298:. FOR EXAMPLE SEE THE AB COMPLEX ROUTINE AND f..JRIT 
EUP. 
299 RETURN 
300 !NPUT "ENTER 1 TO ASSIGN ADDITIONAL ARRAY SPACE TO THE ORIGINAL DAT 
A MATRIX?" ;NS 
:310 I F !'IS THEN INPUT· ENTER ** OF ADDITIONAL INDEP. ~)ARIABlES YOU HAVE 
DEF!NED AND I..JISH TO PRINT?" ;N5: GOTO 410 
32') N5 = .J 
410 :NPUT • ENTER FOR DISK STORE RESUlTS?";D8: IF 08 < ) 1 THEN 08 = 
I) : r30TO :00 
PR!NT • ~NTER 0 FOR DEFAULT DR F)E OR DRIVE It FOR DATA 
STORE" 
445 :NPIJT DO: ~F D9 = I) THEN 09 = PEEK (43624): GOTO 500 
4~O IF ~9 .' 1 THEN IF 09 { :> 2 THEN PRINT -INVALID DR!",IE!t:TR'( ~GH 
! W :3 aT;] 41 ,) 
::00 INPUT I ')~TA :=! LE NAME?- :AS 
51) ~RINT:~· Q$ • A$ 
s:·) :lR It iT :5 .. R'i • .;:;.:5 
530 :NpljT ,;2: :NPUT NO 
~35 ~8 = :3 • : + NS 
~40 DIM .;:;(K8.NO) 
s..:.:J ='JR< = ) 70 NO 
=OR _ = : 70 J3 • 









, - -·~·s 
:~jPI.,;T'~~UMBER OF PARAMETERS?" :89:N6 = 89 - 1 
DIM 8u-jo~ .~?(N6) 
!Josue ~ooo 
DH1 =:j"~~6) .S9·~N6): FOR K = a TO N6:G9(K) = S7:F9(K) = S8: NEXT K 
N3 = (No + 1) ~ (N6 + N8) / N8 
DIM EO(N6.N6) .El(N6,N6).E2(N6.N6),E3(N3).E4(N6,N6) 
WPUT 'NUMBER OF EXCLUDED PARAMETERS?"; B9 
FOR I = i) TO N6: PRINT • PARAMETER (" I + 1 D) = 8<" I") \)ALUE u :: INPUT 
8.:1): NE<T I 
F,)R I = ,J TO ~~6: :39( 1) = :): NE";<T I 
IF 39 = :) THEN 700 
?R H'IT : PR INT "8~TER THE INDEX OF PARAMETERS YOU 1,oJ I SH TO 8<CLIJDE: F 
OR :>',..;t1PLE. THAT OF 8 (0) lSI Of 
=DR. : = 1 TO 89: INPUT Kl :B9(Kl - 1) = 1: NEXT I 
INPUT' ENTER 1 TO CORRECT PARAMETER ENTRY ERROR?" ::;(9 : IF :<9 = 1 THEN 
,545 
PRINT : INPUT • ENTER '3LOTIt FOR PRINTER OR ENTER 0 ?" ;N5 
710 II = O:Nl = 0 
7~O IF No ( :) THEN PRINT "NEGATI\)E it OF PARAMETERsa: STOP 
1010 IF N 1 > 19 THEN N2 = - N8: GOTO 2280 
1:)15 N1 = Nl + 1 
1030 N4 = 0 
:035 FOR K = :) TO N6 
1,)40 :F 39''iO < :> 0 THEN N4 = N4 + 1 
:~45 32(K) = S7:66(K) = 97 
:Q55 FOR ~ = 0 TO N6 
1060 EO(K,L) = 87 
:065 NEXT L: NEXT K 
1070 P3 = 57 
1075 FOR I = a TO NO 
1080 GOSUB 5 
1085 GO = P9 
1090 FOR L4 = 0 TO N6 
1095 IF B9<L4) < ) 0 THEN 1130 
1100 Q1 = B(L4) 
1105 88 = Ql ~ SO ~ F9<L4) 
1110 8<L4) = Q1 + 88 
1115 GOSUB 5 
1120 32<L4) = (QO - P9) / 88 
11~5 8<i...4) = ;)1 
11:8 G9<L4) = ~9(L4) + ASS (GO - P9) 
: 130 ~~E;<T : . .4 
1 1 35 P ,;, = 1)0 
1140 P3 = po ~ ?9 + P3 
::~s ~OR ~ = 0 TO ~6 
1 ~ so : F 3? 0::<) < > 0 THEN 1180 
:lS5 36:KJ = 32(K) ~ ?9 + 86(K) 
!100 FOR L = 0 ~O N6 
-':.5 :F ~9'i<) , >;) iHEN 1175 
.~-) ~J'-':._:' = 32<K) '+ 82O:U + EO(K.U 
: : -5 "~E:(~_ 
:! ;0 ~~E:<T r< 
:: 35 ~jE:(T: 
:190 ;j:", = ?3 
:210 ?8 = 3QR '?7 / (NO - N6 • N4» 
:~15 PRINT 
::20 i='RINT "C'YCL.E=·~H SPC( 1)BRMSD="PS SPC< 1)·~·87 
1240 ~OR ,)1 = I) TO N6: PRINT "8("Jl")="8<J1): NEXT Jl 
:2S5 Kl = I) 
:2·~O IF a'~{K1) < ) I) THEN 1270 
: 2·~5 GOTO 1280 
:2:-0 SO(KI .Kl) = S8 
:280 IF EO{Kl.Kl:' < = 0 TH8'l3445 
1285 85<Kl.l = SQR '~EO(Kl.K1») 
1300 r~ "No - Kl) :> .1 TH8'l Kl = K1 + 1: GOTO 1260 
:305 FOR.:< = ,) TO N6: IF 89(K) > 0 THEN 1312 
1307 IF 39(K) PS / NO < .001 TH8'l F9(K) = F9CK) * 10 
1308 IF 139(;.<) / PS / NO > .01 THEN F9(K) = F9(K) / 14 
:311 G9{K) = :) 
1312 NEXT K 
1313 FOR K = 0 TO N6 
1314 96(K) = B6CK) / 3S(K) 
1315 FOR L = 0 TO N6 
1325 E2(K.L) = EO<K,L) 
1335 EO(K.L) = EO<K.L) / BS(K) / 8S<L) 
1340 NEXT L: NEXT K 
!350 FOR K = 0 TO N6 
13S5 81(K) = 9CK) 
1360 FOR L = 0 TO N6 
1365 El(K,L) = EO(K.L) 
: 370 IF K < :> L THEN 1390 
1380 EO(K.L) = EOCK,L) + 87 
1390 NE,(T L: NE:<T K 
1395 11 = 1: GOTO 300S 
140S FOR K = 0 TO N6 
1410 84(K) = 93(K) 
1415 NE(T K 
14:25 K! = I) 
1430 IF a{Kl) = 37 THEN 1450 
1435 Q2 = 84(Kl) '+ 94(K1) / 8(K1) / 8<K1) 
1445 ::= ~}2i 31 THEN 1475 
1.150 :;: ~~o - '-<1 ~ .. JS THEN K1 = Kl • 1: GOTa 1430 
: ~QO =q r~jj 'C:NUERGENCE IN "Nl d C'tCLES" 
1462 N2 = 1 
1465 jOTO: 100 
147'5 ~J = 37 
: ':80 =CR: = ) TO 'W: sosue 5 
;~8S =.: = ~? • ?O • ;j4 
: ,FI)'jE<i I 
1500 
.~ ... 
.. - • 'j 
-
= Pi THai 1775 
= ~ ,HEN 1635 
1 :;~I) :: = 37 • 35: IF 37 ' 1 THE.1\j B7 = 
- 25 ;;'~~:\ = 0 TO No 
_~30 ~0R ~ = I) ~O N6 
:535 ~J{~.~) = ~l(~.~) 
~S<ll) :F -< ~ ~ 7HEN 1555 
1550 ~J\K._1 = ~J(K.~) + 87 
1 555 :~E:<T '-: NE",<7 K 
! 500 :! = ;'~8: GOTO 3005 
1580 ?5 = '3::-
1585 FQR i = 0 TO NO 
1590 GOSUB 5 
1595 ?5 = ?9 • P9 + PS 
1600 '~E:;<T! 
1005 iF?5) =?7 AND B7:> = sa THEN 1635 
1010 :F?5;. = P7 THEN 1510 
1 6.2 0 :3 OT 0 : 0 1 I) 
:635 Q3 = 37:G4 = S7:Q5 = 87 
16JO ~OR ~ = I) ~O N6 
1645 Q3 = 33(K) • 35(K) + Q3 
1050 Q4 = a5CK) • BSCK) + Q4 
1655 Q5 = S3CK) * B3CK) + QS 
1660 NE<T K 
1665 Qo = Q3 / SQR (Q4 * QS) 
1695 IF Go < = 0 AND Nl ) = N8 THEN 2290 
1700 iF Go < = 34 THEN 1010 
1705 FOR K = I) TO No 
1710 83<K) = 33CK) / N8 
1715 B(K) = Bl(K) + B3(K) 


















'( 1 = :) 
iF 3-; Kl) = i) THEN 1750 
Q2 = S3CKl) * 83(Kl) / B(Kl) / B(Kl) 
! F (l2 > S 1 THEN 1580 
:F No - :<1 :> .1 THEN Kl = Kl + 1: GOTO 1730 
GOTD 2260 
87 = 87 / S5 
P6 = 57 
FOR K = 0 TO No 
FOR l. = I) TO No 
EO<K.L) = El(K,L) 
iF K = L THEN 1815 
GOTO 1920 
~0IK.Lj = EO(K.L) + B7 
~~E<T '-: N8(T K 
:1 = 3: GOTO 3005 
;:jR r = 0 Ti] NO 
:840 30SUe 5 
1845 ?~ = ~o • ?9 + P6 
: 350 'IE(~ I 
::355 := p.:» ?7 TH8'-4 1870 
: :360 ~(.TO: I) 1 0 
! 870 57 = 37 .. 35: ! F 87 > 1 THEN 97 = 
-
-:875 =OF K = 0 TO N6 
: :3 8 0 E i K' = 81 (K' .. B 4 ( K) 
1 S35 r~:';~T K 
: 3':;0030T:' : 0: 0 
:QOO ;:It:.IN; N1.::I'.P8 
:~20 ~~ = !~:5:Q9 = S7 
:Q2~ =QF ~ = 0 TO N6 
::;-30 := ~2(K.K) ) Q9 THEN lQ40 
:Q35 GOTO 1945 












































rr= E2~k..K) < Q8 THEN 1955 
GOTO 1960 
Q8 = E2(K.K:' 
r=OR L = 0 TO N6 
EO(K~L) = E2(K.L) / B5CK) / 85(L) 
El(K.L) = EO(K,L) 
NEXT L: NEXT K 
PO = Q9 / Q8 
PRINT uCONDITION It=n PO 
II = 4: GOTO 3005 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
FOR L = 0 TO N6 
E2(K.L) = EOCK.L) / 85(K) / 85(L) 
NEXT L: NEXT K 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
8(K) = 81(K) 
NE"XT K 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
85(K) = SQR (E2(K,K» 
NEXT K 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
FOR L = 0 TO N6 
E2(K.L) = E2(K.L) / 85(K) / 85(L) 
E4(K,L) = E2(K~L): REM SAVE CORRELATION MATRIX 
NEXT L: NEXT K 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
63(K) = 85(K) * P8 
IF 89(K) < } 0 THEN 83(K) = 0 
NEXT K 
IF NS :> 5 THEN 2122 
PRINT OS;· PRtt"N5 
L3 = 1: L2 = 0: FOR V9 = 1 TO 4: PRINT " ": NEXT V9 
GOSU8 2300 
PRINT "MATRIX CONDITION NUM8ER="PO 
IF N2 = 0 THEN PRINT "G-E CONVERGENCE IN"NI·CYCLES· 
r F N2 = 1 THEN PRINT" CONVERGENCE IN*"NI" *CYCLES· 
IF N2 = - 1 THEN PRINT "G-L CONVERGENCE IN ·NI· CYCLES· 
IF N2 = - N8 THa~ PRINT "N-CYCLES EXCEEDED--NO CONVERGENCE" 
PRINT "RNSD="P8 
PRINT "SUM DELTA SQUARED="P7 
PRINT "PARAMETERS AND ERRORS· 
FOR K = 0 TO N6 
PRINT "PARAMETER "K + 1 SPC( 3)"B("K")=uB(K)".-"B3(K) 
r~EXT K 
-:: 14 -:- .:: = :: REM :::("iEND"SAL C -:-0 SA',)E ,;.;.DDNL DA"iA 
2 ~ 5 Co;; : ~ ~"i : 0 R I Ni S P C (: ";"," Y C - Y " S PC ( 9 ) "'( CA L C • S P CO: 1 0 ) II'Y II S P CO: 1 0 ) .. ! 







~:;J6 5: N~;":T r 
=:';: : = ;:, ie' N(: 
:: = .;.;(0.1.; - ~(l.l): 
o~:Ni X$ spec 3): 
=OR ..; = 0 ~o K8 
GOSUB 6000: REM 
:~ = ~(J.I): GOSUB 6000 
?R!N"i X$ S?C( 2); 
'(C-y 
:-169 ::lpINT :L2 = L2 + 1: IF L2 = 63 THEN GOSUB 2315 
2170 NE;(T I 
2172 t..2 = L2 + ~~8: IF L2) = 63 THEN GOSUB 2315 
2175 PRINT PRINT "CORRELATION MATRIX" 
2176 FOR I = 0 TO N6 
2177 FOR L = 0 TO N6 
2178 C5 = E2(L.I): GOSUB 6000 
2180 PRINT X$ 5PC( 2); 




























PRINT :L2 = L~ + 1: IF L2 = 63 THEN GOSUB 2315 
NEXT I 
FOR f< = 0 TO N6 
FOR L = 0 TO N6 
E2(K.U = 57 
FOR J = 0 TO N6 
E2(K.L) = EOCK,J) * El(J,L) + E2(K.L) 
NEXT J: NEXT L: NexT K 
L2 = L2 + N8: IF L2) = 63 THEN GOSUB 2315 
PRINT PRINT "MATRIX PRODUCT" 
FOR I = 0 TO N6 
FOR L = 0 TO N6 
CS = E2(L.l): GOSUB 6000 
PRINT X$ SPC·: 2); 
NEXT L 
PRINT :L2 = L2 + 1: IF L2 = 63 THEN GOSUB 2315 
NEXT I 
PRINT D'S;" PRttO· 
11 = 5 
~F ~e THEN GOSUB 9000 
STOP 
N2 = 0 
GOTO 1900 
PRINT "N-CYCLES EXCEEDED· 
GOTO 1900 
N2 = - 1: REM G-L CCNJ 
GOTO 1900 
REM PAGE BREAK 
,...2.305 US = 0: IF (20 + 3 * N6 + NO) < = 59 THEN U5 = 1: PRINT T9S: RETURN 
2310 .. NO, U5 THe~ PRINT T9$ SPC( 2)· PAGE- 5pe.: 1) 1 
70 7: ?RiNT": ~'~EXT U: PRINT T9'$ SPC': 2)UPAGE" SPC': 1) 
~3 • 1 :~2 = S:L3 = L3 + 
.: 2': ~ ~E:Uf'~~ 
3005 :H = 38 
3010 FeR Kl = 37 TO N6 
3015 FOR Ll = Kl TO N6 
3020 :; 3 n11) = EO 0' K 1 • L1 ) 
3025 HI = HI • 58 
30 ~ ,J NE:<T L1 
3035 ~~8<T K! 
3041) K 1 =3:3 
30~5 : F ~M ) 87 THEN 3060 
30~O :;3(1) = S8 / E3(1) 
30::5 ,307;] 3355 
3000 FOR ~l = S8 70 ~6 • 58 
30~5 :.: = Ml - sa 
30~Q ~~R Ll = Nl TO N6 + sa 
3075 ~1 = S7:~2 = Ll:K4 = Nl 
3085 :F I2' = :37 THEN 3120 
3090 =OR 14 = 58 70 12 
3095 PI = E3(K2) ~ E3(K4) + PI 
3100 J2 = No + 58 - I4:K2 = K2 + J2:K4 = K4 + J2 
3115 NE<T r 4 







IF <Ll - ~11) ) 87 THEN 3155 
:F P2 < = 57 THEN 3445 
-1 ~~ 













N9 = SQR (P2) :E3(Kl) = N9 
GOTO 3160 
E3(t<I) = P2 / N9 
Kl = Kl + 58 
~~8<T L1 
NE(T ~11 
E3(1) = sa / E3Cl) 
K3 = sa 
FOR L1 = N8 TO No 
K3 = K3 + No - L1 
+ 58 
+ 3 
P2 = sa / E3(K3):E3(K3) 
K4 = S7:K2 = Ll : 12 = L1 
FOR Ht = sa TO 12 
Kl = K2:Pl = 57 
F,jR I4 = HI TO 12 
! . .., 
.. ;, = K4 + 14 
-1 1"'. = - ::3(K2) ~ E3<I3) 









32~0 J2 = No • sa - Ml:K2 = Kl + J2:K4 = K4 + J2 
3270 ~~E'7 m 
32?5 =CR HI = sa TO No + sa 
-
32~5 ~aR ~1 = sa TO N6 + sa 
~05 ~0R L! = Ml TO N6 + sa 
3300 ~~ = Kl :'~ = ~6 - L: • ~8:Pl = 37 
33:5 FO~:4 = ;s ~O :: 
3320 ?! = E3(K2) • E3~K4) + PI 
33~5 !2 = ~2 + 38:K4 = ~4 + S8 
3330 ~E(T 1-1 
3335 E3(K~) = PI 
3340 Kl = K1 + 38 
3345 ~~EXT L1 





r11 = S8 
FeR KI = 37 TO N6 
~~R ~1 = Kl TO N6 
EQI::<ll~:) = E3<t11) :EO(Ll ~Kl) = 
:3385 '~E.:T ~ 1: N8<T K 1 
3390 =OR K! = 87 TO N6 
3395 33(Kl) = S7 
3400 : F 3'"~( Kl) i > :37 THEN 3425 
3405 FOR Ll = 37 TO N6 
E3(MI ) 
3410 83·:~1) = EO(Kl.L:) * B6<L1) .. B3(Kl) 
3415 NE\T L1 
3420 83<Kl) = B3(Kl) / 85(Kl) 
3425 8(Kl) = 81(Kl) + B3(Kl) 
3430 'IE;(T :<,1 
3441) IN:1 GOTO :41)5.1580.1935.2005 
3445 PRiNT "MATRIX IM)ERSICN ERROR- SPC< 2) nMl="MI SPC( 2) uNC'tCLES="NI SPC< 
2)"11="11 
3455 STOP 
6000 09$ = "9.00000000000000· 
S020 IF:]3 = 0 THEN 03 = 5 
S030 a' C5 = 0 THEN X"$ = • U + LEFT .. (09$,03 + 1) + uE+OO·: GOTO 0150 
S035 08$ = " ": IF C5 < 0 THEN 08$ = 8_" 
~040 09 = INT ( LOG 0: ASS (CS» / LOG (10» 
0045 07 = ASS ':C5 ./ 10 • 09") .. 5 * 10 • ( - 03) :07$ = STR$ (07) + nooo 
0000000000-: IF 07) = 10 THEN 07$ = 81.00000000000000-:09 = 09 + 1 
6050 IF 07 = INT (07) THEN 07$ = STRS (07) .. ·.0000000000000· 
6055 07"$ = _EFT"$ 0: 07$.03 + 1) 
jO ·,0 00$ = "-": 09"5 = STR-S ( ASS (09): IF 09 > = 0 THEN 06-5 = "+. 
:iC':l5 :;: :"S'I" 09"5) < N8 THEN 09$ = q 0 q -+ 09$ 
,lOa :($ = J8"$ • 073 + 'IE" -+ 00"$ + 09$ 
:'150 RETUFN 
::000 ~E!'1 )E~:~iE 3LOBAL CONSTANTS 
3002 J!~ a:(No) .82(N6).83(N6) .84(N6).8SCN6),86(N6) 
30:0 57 = 1:58 = : 
~02~ :S = :J:N8 = 2 
~O~3 S-1 = .~Q7:S0 = ~~ - ~ 
30~0 Si = 2.:E - ~:S7 = .01 
jl (10 ~E~;":Ft~ 
~4)OO :~L_ :')02: ~E!'1 C~ISK 3TORAGE OF OATA 
.-
-0525 OF: WT D'I: "MON C.:. Ou 
~530 ?tJr:E 4362c!.~'c: PRINT Co"! -+ 0$ .. I,)-i 













c'555 PRINT P7: REt1 SUM I...JOEL sa 
';-556 PR WT N6 
1'558 FRINT K8: PRINT NO 
9560 :=OR = 0 TO No: PRINT BCI): PRINT 83(1): NEXT 
9565 FOR I = 0 TO NO 
°570 FOR J = 0 TO K8 
9575 PRINT ACJ.I) 
9580 NE;<T J: NE'..<T 
9585 FOR K = 0 TO No: FOR L = 0 TO No 
9590 PRINT E4(L.K): NEXT L: NEXT K 
9595 FOR K = 0 TO N6: FOR L = 0 TO No 
9600 PRINT E2(L.K): NEXT L: NEXT K 





"YCALC ONE ION An for use with "NLLSQ 1.4" 
"YCALC O~E IO:-'; A" is a subroutine that is used with ":-';LLSQ l.~" 
~o fit fluorescence data when only cesium is added to the crown 
ether. It can calculate the parameters Io (B(O»), [Cr]o (B(1)), 
Ires (B(2)), and Kes (B(3)). Any of these parameters can also be 
"excluded" (not allowed to vary). 
5 REJ'1 CALC OF K':EQ) FOR A SINGLE CATION 
10 88 = 8(3) * 8(1) + B(3) * A(2,I) + 1 
20 AC = 4 * 8(3) * 8(3) * B(l) * A(2.1) 
30 TP = <B8 + SGR <88 * B8 - AC» / (2 * 8(3» 
40 TN = (88 - SGR <BB * BB - AC» / (2 * 8(3» 
SO IF TP ) 8(1) OR TP > A(2,I) THEN 90 
60 IF TP ( 0 THEN 90 
70 LET TF = TP 
80 GOTO 100 
90 LET TF = TN 
100 YC = B(O) + «8(2) - B(O» / 8(1» * TF 
110 REM GOOD LUCK 
-"YCALC CES/POT" for use wi th "NLLSQ 1.4 t. 
"YCALC CES/POT" is used with "~LLSQ 1 . .t" to fit fluorescence 
da~a whe~ cesium and potassium are added to the crown ether. 
Parameters which may be given (excluded) or calculated are 
KK (B(O»), Kcs (B(l», [Cr]o (B(2», [Cs]o (B(3», Io (B{.!», 
IrK (B{5», and Krcs (B(6). 
5 REM NLLSQ FIT FOR CROWN PLUS TWO CATIONS 
7 R81 CALC FACTORS FOR CUBIC EQUATION SOLUTION 
10 C = 9(0) * 8(1) * 8(2) * 8(2) 
12 ? = ( - C ... B(O) * 8(1) * 8(2) * 8(3) ... 8(0) * 8(2) + 8(1) * B(2) + a 
(0) * B(1) * 8(2) * A(2,1) .I C 
14 Q = ( - B(O) * 8(2) - 8(1) * 8(2) + 8(1) * 8(3) + 1 + BCO) * A(2,I» .I 
C 
16 R = < - 1) .I C 
18 AA = Q - P * P / 3.0 
20 8 = 2 * P * P * P / 27.0 - P * Q / 3.0 + R 
22 AC = AA * AA * AA 
24 CK = (8 * 8 / 4.0) + (AC / 27.0) 
26 IF CK < = 0 THEN 64 
28 EP = 1 ./ 3 
30 BI = ( - 8 ./ 2) + SQR (CK) 
32 IF BI ) 0 THEN 42 
34 8I = - BI 
36 SA = 81 • EP 
38 8A = - SA 
40 GOTO 44 
42 8A = 81 • EP 
44 8J = ( - 8 / 2) - SQR (CK) 
46 IF 8J ) 0 THEN 56 
49 8J = - BJ 
50 98 = BJ • E? 
:2 B8 = - B8 
54 GOTO 58 
56 BB = 9J • E? 
58 ><C = SA ... BB - P .I 3 
-:-0 GOTO 96 
·~2 REM USE TR I G FUNCTI ONS IF CK <=0 
64 CC = SQR ( - 27 / AC) 
66 C? = - a * CC / 2 
68 PI = 3.1415926536 
70 PA = ATN ( SQR (1 / (CP *' CP) - 1» 
72 IF CP < = 0 THEN PA = PI - PA 
74 PB = PA / 3 + 240 * PI / 180 






'X ( 1 1 
~~ ( 2) 
;(''''' 










SE := ;:>:NJ 
9(, NE/7 N 
0:;; ,;~C =~:: (N) 
3 ~ 120 
;0; SQR 1 
"! SQR I, 
"" 
SQP , 
TO -:. ~' 
0 AN ('I 
"" 
PI : 80 
- AA I 3."1 
'" 
COS '. P8:' - p ,/ :: 
- AA 3) 
'*' 
GOS : PC:) ~ ~, 
- AA I 3) .. COS ': PD) P I -. ,:> 
;~ .: t~ I " = 1 7HEN ?:: 
04 REM USE XC TO CALCULATE MOLE ;:RACTS AND INTENSITY 
96 XK = 8(0) * A<2.I) * XC / ~l • XC * 8(0) '*' 8(2» 
Q8 XQ = 1 - XC - XK 
100 YC = 8(41 * XC • 8(5) * XK • 8(6) * XQ 
102 REM THANKS LOI S AND JOHN 
24~ PQ = YC - A(l .1) 
249 I F NOT J5 THEN QQ = NOT QQ: HTA8 20: PRINT SPC< QQ). '" "; 
250 I;: J5 < :> 1 THEN 299 
255 A( 0,1) = YC 
260 REM THIS PORTION OF YCALe WILL ONLY 8E USED AFTER CONVERGENCE 
I S REACHED. YOU MAY TRANSFER NON-ARRAY ~)ARIASLES TO INDEPENDENT ~)AR 
IABLES BETWEEN 256-298. FOR EXAMPLE SEE THE AS COMPLEX ROUTINE AND 
WRITEUP. 
299 RETURN 
-"COMBO" for Radio Shack TRS-80 model 100 
"CO~BO" is a program that calculates fluorescence intensi ty 
("YC") given K~ (B(O)), KQ (8(1)), [Crlo (8(2), [Qlo (8(3)), 
.:: 0 (B ( -t. ) ), I f ~ (8 ( 5 ) ), I f Q (8 ( 6 ) ), and [~l 0 (A ( 2 , I ) ) . 
1 IPRINT "YCALC 
., DEFDBL A-M ...;. 
3 DEFDBL O-Z 
4 DEFINT N 








50 A(2~ 1)=.1# 
FOR CESIUM AND POTASSIUM WITH CROWN" 
55 LPRINT "POTASSIUM CONCENTRATION="; 
56 LPRINT A(2,I) 
120 REM NLLSQ FIT FOR CROWN PLUS TWO CATIONS 
130 REM CALC FACTORS FOR CUBIC EQUATION SOLUTION 
140 C = 8 (0 ) * B ( 1) * B (2) * 8 ( 2 ) 
145 LPRINT "C="; 
146 L 
LPRINT C 
150 P = ( -C + B (0) * 8 ( 1) * B (2) * 8 (3) + 8 (0) * B (2) + B ( 1) * B (2) + B (0) * B ( 
1> * B(2) * A(2, I» / C 
155 LPRINT "P="; 
156 LPRINT P 
160 Q = ( - B (I) ) * B (2 ) - B ( 1) * B (2) + B ( 1) * B (3 ) + 1 + B ( I) ) * A ( 2, I » / C 
165 LPRINT "Q="; 
166 LPRINT Q 
170 R = (-1) / C 
175 LF'RINT "R="; 
176 LF'RINT R 
180 AA = Q - P * P I 3 
1 ::35 LF'R I NT "AA="; 
186 LF'RINT AA 
190 B = 2 * p * P * P / 27 - P * Q / ~ + R 
lq5 LPRINT "B="; 
1<;16 LPRINT 8 
.-
, I AC = AA t AA * AA 
~ LFF: I t:; ~C 
=~ =: ';;. l B 4, ~ ,~[ . :7) 
~F'F-, : 'IT •• :.:~ =" : 
L c:·~. T'.-I ;""'\..L 1<1 I 
.:::~:) ~ F,:! 
=.- = 
E _ : ~ -t-: . :: ) 
_ ;::;:: : ~ ~ ..,. " E = =" = 
::Cj() 8 I = - 8 I 
:: .=. S L.. P c:. :~..rr .. 8 I = ., : 
::.:=,,-:, LP!=: NT 8 I 
:: 7t· I.-P;:;'l rH BA 
:::ao SA = -BA 
:285 L..PPINT "BA=". 
:::86 LF'R I NT 8A 
::90 GDTD 310 
3(H) BA =·81 EP 
::;:05 LPF\: I NT "SA=" ~ 
306 LPPINT 8A 
310 BJ = ( - B / 2) - SQR (Ck) 




320 IF 8J :' (> THEN 370 
.330 BJ = - 8J 
335 LPF;INT "8J=": 
336 LF'RINT BJ 
340 B8 = 8J ,', EP 
::.45 LPRINT "BB=": 
346 F' 
350 BB = - BB 
355 LF'RINT uBB="; 
35Cj LF'RINT BB 
360 GOTO 380 
370 8B = BJ ~ EP 
375 LPRINT "BB="; 
::76 LPRINT BB 
380 XC = BA + BB - P I 3 
385 LF'F\:INT "XC="; 
386 LPRINT XC 
3Q(J GOTO 570 
400 REM USE TRIG FUNCTIONS IF CK < = 0 
410 CC = SQR ( - 27 / AC> 















/ ..., 4 
430 PI = 3.1415926536. 
440 PA = ATN ( SQR (1 / (CP * CP) - 1» 
445 LPRINT IfF'A=" ; 
-. ::> Li='f" INT PA 









=·r _ c 
. ~ - -:- :.. .::~) t F'I ./ : 8!) 
-!8S i.....:::·"'INT 
486 ,-F'F' r fJ7 
... t -. _ 
.. ~ .... ' -
'-.:=;:;INT 
I. c.r._ II. 
: ..... - " 
:::.[} 
:: :t SC!F: 
" X ( 1) = II: 
( - AA 
50~ ) 2; = :: * SQR (-AA 
5(=~5 L-F'F: I NT "X (2) = Ii ~ 
S')o LFRINT X (2) 
/ 3) * ~OS (PB) - F' 
~j * ~OS (PC) - P / ~ 
/ 3 
510 X(3) = 2 * SQR ( -AA I 3) * COS (PD) - P I 3 
S15 ,-PRINT "X(3)="; 
51e :""PRINT X(3) 
520 FOR N = 1 TO 3 
530 :;:F:; (N i 
540 NEXT N 
550 XC = X(N) 
(: AND X(N) 
SS5 LF'RINT .. XC ="; 
55e, i...PR I NT XC 
= 1 THEN 550 
5bO REM USE XC TO CALLCULATE MOLE FRACTIONS AND INTENSITIES 
570 X~: = B(O) * A(2~ I) * XC / (1 + XC * B(O) * B(2) 
575 LF'RINT "XK="; 
5"'76 LF'R I NTl(~:: 
580 XQ = 1 - XC - XK 
585 LF"RIN-r IIXQ=II= 
586 : .. .F'R I NT XQ 
590 YC = B(4) * XC ~ 8(5) * XK + B(6) * XQ 
~95 
596 ~PRINT YC 
THE END 
-:-00 :....~'RINT "CUBIC EQUATION CHECI<" 
780 X = XC 
790 LPf;:INT "X="; 
800 L.PRINT X 
_810 C = B(O) * B(l) * B(2) * B(2} 
820 LPRINT "C="; 
830 LPRINT C 
840 P = l-C + B(O) * B(l) * B(2) * B(3} + B(O) * B(2} + B(l) * B(2} + B(O) * B(l ) * B(2) * A(2.I» / C 
3=,0 LPRINT "P="; 
800 LF'RINT P 
870 Q = (-B(O) * B(2) - B(l} * B(2) + B(1) * B(3) + 1 + B(O) * A(2,I» / C 
880 LPRINT "Q="; 
890 LPRINT Q 
900 R = (-1) / C 
:;> 1 (l LPR I NT .. R= II ; 
,~? LPRINT R N = f t X * X + X * X * P + X t Q + R 
:;>4(> LF'RINT "N=": 
95(: LF'R I NT N 
